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Biltmore Estate
Two brothers' lives take different paths with one living a prosperous life and one
struggling to survive. But fate has a way of turning the tables in this popular tale
from Vietnam.
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The Last Castle
A beautifully written history of high society in Newport, Rhode Island, from the
acclaimed author of Party of the Century Newport is the legendary and beautiful
home of American aristocracy and the sheltered super-rich. Many of the country's
most famous blueblood families?the closest thing we have to royalty?have lived
and summered in Newport since the nineteenth century. The Astors, the
Vanderbilts, Edith Wharton, JFK and Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Doris Duke, and
Claus and Sunny von Bulow are just a few of the many names who have called the
city home. Gilded takes you along as you explore the fascinating heritage of the
Newport elite, from its first colonists to the newest of its new millennium
millionaires, showing the evolution of a town intent on living in its own world.
Through a narrative filled with engrossing characters and lively tales of untold
extravagance, Davis brings the resort to life and uncovers the difference between
rich and Newport rich along the way. An engrossing multigenerational saga that
tells the real story of the rich and famous in Newport Vibrant, praiseworthy writing:
"[Davis] brings splendidly colorful behind-the-scenes action and players up front"
(the New York Times on Party of the Century) 34 evocative black-and-white
photographs Written with insight and dramatic flair, Gilded gives you a rare peek
into the cloistered coastal playground of America's moneyed elite.
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My Life in Smiley (Book 1 in Smiley series)
Young elephant Sassafras is unpopular because she always sarcastically repeats
the last thing said, but when she first hears an echo, she realizes she can't always
have the last word.

Bangalee
Alli-Kar, a white-hole portal from another universe, rains meteoroids onto the
surface of the planet Kelanni. But the so-called "lodestones" behave according to
different physical laws, transforming Kelanni's society. With the aid of the
fearsome Keltar in their flying cloaks, the Kelanni are being put to forced labor to
mine the lodestones. Shann, an orphan with a fiery disposition, witnesses a battle
between a Keltar and a stranger bearing a similar flying cloak. She tracks down the
stranger, learning of the technology behind the Keltars' power and joining him on a
mission to free the slaves and cut off their supply of lodestones. Meanwhile Keris, a
Keltar, is sent on a mission to track down the rebels. She is attacked by a flying
creature and saved by the enigmatic Chandara. At their Great Tree, she learns that
a mysterious "Prophet" is out to destroy the Kelanni people. Their only hope is a
powerful instrument hidden in the distant past. Pursued by Keltar, the party will
encounter bizarre creatures, ancient technologies and terrifying dangers. Finally,
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they must seek to cross a massive storm barrier in order to reach the other side of
their world, where a world-shaking revelation awaits.

We Gather Together
The story of the Vanderbilts, their rise to wealth and social standing and their
grand homes and art treasures.

Lodestone Book One
Miss Spell gives a fun-filled lesson in spelling, pointing out some common mistakes
and confusions and giving tips for remembering how to spell certain words.

Lightning Girl
"The true story behind the Gilded Age mansion Biltmore--the largest, grandest
residence ever built in the United States"--Amazon.com.

Boldt Castle
The final battle to defeat Herobrine will take Gameknight999 over land and under
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water! Herobrine is rallying all the monsters of Minecraft to one server in hopes of
eliminating Gameknight999 and his friends once and for all. They destroy every
village they find, threatening to continue until the User-that-is-not-a-user
surrenders. Gameknight has just two things: the Oracle’s command to seek out the
lost ocean monument and an impenetrable riddle: “Look to the lowliest and most
insignificant of creatures, for that is where your salvation will lie.” Haunted by this
seemingly useless clue, Gameknight searches for the mysterious underwater lair
where the Book of Wisdom is hidden, which he is told holds the secret to the riddle
and the key to defeating Herobrine. But at every turn lies a massive army of
monsters. With no map to guide them, Gameknight and his friends will fight for
their lives to reach the deep ocean destination, and a terrifying creature awaits
them there. The Mystery of Herobrine series comes to an explosive conclusion on
the shores of Minecraft, where one false move could spell the end for
Gameknight999 and company! Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse
and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young
readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade
readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who
love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks and PokemonGo; books that
teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Away Went the Farmer's Hat
IT'S THE EVE of the Epiphany, or the Feast of the Three Kings, and that means the
Three Wise Men, or Magi, will ride through the night sky to deliver gifts to children.
Fouryearold Federico has misbehaved, and now he is afraid the Magi won’t leave
him any presents. As his brother and sister prepare hay and water for the Magi’s
camels, Federico stays by himself: Will he get the caballito, or toy horse, he is
hoping for? Will the Magi really come? This gorgeously illustrated storybook by
Beatriz Vidal glows with warmth and holiday cheer, and readers everywhere will
surely find themselves scanning the night skies for the Magi.

U&I
A New York Times bestseller with an "engaging narrative and array of detail” (The
Wall Street Journal), the “intimate and sweeping” (Raleigh News & Observer)
untold, true story behind the Biltmore Estate—the largest, grandest private
residence in North America, which has seen more than 120 years of history pass by
its front door. The story of Biltmore spans World Wars, the Jazz Age, the
Depression, and generations of the famous Vanderbilt family, and features a
captivating cast of real-life characters including F. Scott Fitzgerald, Thomas Wolfe,
Teddy Roosevelt, John Singer Sargent, James Whistler, Henry James, and Edith
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Wharton. Orphaned at a young age, Edith Stuyvesant Dresser claimed lineage from
one of New York’s best known families. She grew up in Newport and Paris, and her
engagement and marriage to George Vanderbilt was one of the most watched
events of Gilded Age society. But none of this prepared her to be mistress of
Biltmore House. Before their marriage, the wealthy and bookish Vanderbilt had
dedicated his life to creating a spectacular European-style estate on 125,000 acres
of North Carolina wilderness. He summoned the famous landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted to tame the grounds, collaborated with celebrated architect
Richard Morris Hunt to build a 175,000-square-foot chateau, filled it with priceless
art and antiques, and erected a charming village beyond the gates. Newlywed
Edith was now mistress of an estate nearly three times the size of Washington, DC
and benefactress of the village and surrounding rural area. When fortunes shifted
and changing times threatened her family, her home, and her community, it was
up to Edith to save Biltmore—and secure the future of the region and her
husband’s legacy. This is the fascinating, “soaring and gorgeous” (Karen Abbott)
story of how the largest house in America flourished, faltered, and ultimately
endured to this day.

The Vanderbilts
Firefly, one of the river people, yearns to tattoo giants, just like her mother. But
when a rogue giant kidnaps her mother, Firefly faces grave danger as her home
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and everything she knows and loves collapses. She must find the courage to
survive in a new world built on the destruction of the old.

Lady on the Hill
In the late 1880s, two supreme talentsarchitect Richard Morris Hunt and landscape
architect Frederick Law Olmstedwere brought together by the Vanderbilt fortune.
The result was the magnificent Biltmore Estate, explored here in archival and new
color photography, sketches, and construction photos that document the entire
design, development, and construction.

The Ghost Town Mystery
Since the fall of Utatam, magic and mind have become inextricably linked in
Nathmaria, for better and for worse. Discover what The Chronicler has foreseen as
dark forces plan to send the world into catastrophe, again. Birth of Legends: The
Nathmaria Chronicles Book One is the debut novel by Shaun K. Thornhill that
charts the blood-pumping adventure of four unlikely heroes who must work
together to vanquish those who may just be their undoing. A fantasy with a
steampunk flair, it follows four individuals, who each has broken from his past to
forge a new future. Mordic Almsford, a half elph of lesser royal lineage, cast off his
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birthright to pursue fame and fortune through neuromancy. The half elph Kale
Barrington stole away from his past to try his hand at high class thievery. Mattatias
of Contained Tiger seeks peace from his tragic early life. Kalamar Throx wants only
to forget his profound failure. As The Chronicler warns the people of the schemes
of evil people, the four newfound allies must galvanize their distinct talents before
sheer chaos is loosed upon their world by thwarting the power of necromancy and
undermining national structure. But who is Simon and how do his plans affect the
others? Will he ally with Nigel or defeat the four heroes? Or both?

Federico and Magi's Gift
Each summer a quarter-million people visit Boldt Castle and learn its tragic love
story. Louise Boldt, forty-one years old and mother of two, died just as her husband
was attaining great wealth and fame. In January of 1904 a telegram from George
Boldt stopped work on their dream house. Despite millions of dollars spent, he
abandoned the project forever. Contrary to this official version, generations of local
folk have told "true stories" about what really happened. This largest book to study
the Boldts and their fantastic building project presents startling revelations that
alter all versions of the tragedy. The author's "Search of the Lost Story" is recalled
as a series of conversations about the Boldts and their projects. The informal
dialogue presents decades of research and reports interviews with family and
others who have shared information, experiences, and personal impressions.
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Independence Hall
When his mother sends him to the market to buy necessities for the upcoming
festival, Lin Yi is certain his bargaining skills will get him the best prices and he will
have money left over for his coveted red rabbit lantern.

Ms. Spell
Bangalee lives in Kritter Castle where few things, if any, are ever put away. A bit of
clothing here, a few toys there, everywhere there is clutter and junk. All would
have stayed the same had it not been for the appearance of the mysterious and
very hungry Grunk, who loves to eat clutter and junk. Children of all ages and
some adults, too, learn to tidy up with this engaging story.

Sassafras
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are prescribed ideals in America of 2050.
The Moral Authority, the nation's newest branch of government, has virtually
eliminated crime, poverty, and most social ills, but it also rules the land with a
tyrannical fist, championing ignorance and brandishing fear. Mark Bryan is a gay
man whose existence brands him an outlaw; Isaac Montoya is a charming stranger,
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who entices Mark to defy moral law; and Samuel Pleasant runs the Moral Authority
and plans to punish moral offenders and a rebellious uprising-no matter the cost.
Will liberty and justice return for all?

Explorer Academy: The Nebula Secret (Book 1)
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Last Castle and The Girls of
Atomic City comes a new way to look at American history through the story of
giving thanks. From Ancient Rome through 21st-century America, bestselling
author Denise Kiernan brings us a biography of an idea: gratitude, as a compelling
human instinct and a global concept, more than just a mere holiday. Spanning
centuries, We Gather Together is anchored amid the strife of the Civil War, and
driven by the fascinating story of Sarah Josepha Hale, a widowed mother with no
formal schooling who became one of the 19th century’s most influential
tastemakers and who campaigned for decades to make real an annual day of
thanks. Populated by an enthralling supporting cast of characters including
Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, Sojourner Truth, Walt Whitman, Norman
Rockwell, and others, We Gather Together is ultimately a story of tenacity and
dedication, an inspiring tale of how imperfect people in challenging times can
create powerful legacies. Working at the helm of one of the most widely read
magazines in the nation, Hale published Edgar Allan Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, and others, while introducing American readers to such
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newfangled concepts as “domestic science,” white wedding gowns, and the
Christmas tree. A prolific writer, Hale penned novels, recipe books, essays and
more, including the ubiquitous children’s poem, “Mary Had a Little Lamb.” And
Hale herself never stopped pushing the leaders of her time, in pursuit of her goal.
The man who finally granted her wish about a national “thanksgiving” was Lincoln,
the president of the war-torn nation in which Hale would never have the right to
vote. Illuminating, wildly discussable, part myth-busting, part call to action, We
Gather Together is full of unexpected delights and uneasy truths. The stories of
indigenous peoples, immigrant communities, women’s rights activists,
abolitionists, and more, will inspire readers to rethink and reclaim what it means to
give thanks in this day and age. The book’s message of gratitude—especially when
embraced during the hardest of times—makes it one to read and share, over and
over, at any time of year.

The Happy Hollisters and the Mystery of the Golden Witch
Last Stand on the Ocean Shore
Adventure, danger, and a thrilling global mission await 12-year-old Cruz Coronado
as he joins an elite school for explorers. Cruz leaves his tranquil home in Hawaii to
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join 23 talented kids from around the globe to train at the Explorer Academy with
the world's leading scientists to become the next generation of great explorers.
But for Cruz, there's more at stake. No sooner has he arrived at the Academy than
he discovers that his family has a mysterious past with the organization that could
jeopardize his future. In the midst of codebreaking and cool classes, new friends
and augmented reality expeditions, Cruz must tackle the biggest question of all:
Who is out to get him, and why? Readers can get in on the excitement with puzzles
and codes embedded throughout.

My Real Family
Everybody barfs. Dogs, cats, chickens, alligators, and even you. It happens to
everyone, and sometimes it even happens . . . at school. With her characteristic
humor and compassion, Nancy Carlson helps young readers through what is often
a scary and embarrassing rite of passage. Sometimes you barf. But it's OK. You get
better!

Yaffa and Fatima
In the far north of Canada, daylight disappears for much of the year. This Inuit
legend describes how the First People of Canada explained the sun's return to their
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remote lands.

The Last Castle
On a school trip to Buzzard City, a deserted place left over from the Gold Rush
days and described as a ghost town, classmates Max and Sarah look for real
ghosts.

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
The New York Times bestseller, now available in paperback—an incredible true
story of the top-secret World War II town of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the young
women brought there unknowingly to help build the atomic bomb. “The best kind
of nonfiction: marvelously reported, fluidly written, and a remarkable storyAs
meticulous and brilliant as it is compulsively readable.” —Karen Abbott, author of
Sin in the Second City At the height of World War II, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was
home to 75,000 residents, and consumed more electricity than New York City, yet
it was shrouded in such secrecy that it did not appear on any map. Thousands of
civilians, many of them young women from small towns across the U.S., were
recruited to this secret city, enticed by the promise of solid wages and war-ending
work. What were they actually doing there? Very few knew. The purpose of this
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mysterious government project was kept a secret from the outside world and from
the majority of the residents themselves. Some wondered why, despite the
constant work and round-the-clock activity in this makeshift town, did no tangible
product of any kind ever seem to leave its guarded gates? The women who kept
this town running would find out at the end of the war, when Oak Ridge’s secret
was revealed and changed the world forever. Drawing from the voices and
experiences of the women who lived and worked in Oak Ridge, The Girls of Atomic
City rescues a remarkable, forgotten chapter of World War II from obscurity. Denise
Kiernan captures the spirit of the times through these women: their pluck, their
desire to contribute, and their enduring courage. “A phenomenal story,” and
Publishers Weekly called it an “intimate and revealing glimpse into one of the most
important scientific developments in history.” “Kiernan has amassed a deep
reservoir of intimate details of what life was like for women living in the secret
cityRosie, it turns out, did much more than drive rivets.” —The Washington Post

Moral Authority
Hunter knows humans are dangerous to himself and the other cats of his colony.
He avoids them, as all wild cats should. So when a neighborhood boy starts
showing up in Hunter's junkyard to chase away dogs and bring the colony food,
Hunter keeps his distance. But a new condo development puts the whole colony in
danger, and Hunter soon realizes the only way to save his family is to put his trust
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in the boy. The story of Catboy told through very different eyes.

The Last Giant
Heaven and Hell have spent millennia anticipating the arrival of the Envoy, the
savior of prophecy who is said to unite the dimensions. In a chance meeting, a
young girl named Stephanie with mysterious control over static electricity becomes
enamored with Kyan a sweet, if unremarkable, little boy. After Stephanie exposes
her secret to the world in an attempt to draw out others with unexplained abilities,
an accident reveals that Kyan is anything but ordinary. Putting everything on the
line, Stephanie attempts to lead a group of gifted teens into a battle that could
destroy their world. Does her devotion to the child have anything to do with his
attractive older brother Keith and are all her actions just playing into the hands of
the enigmatic Eric? Where have all these strange powers come from and why does
Eric say that death isn't the end?

Gilded
Winner at the 2014 International Latino Book Awards Ivan's Fear is an inspiring tale
about bravery. It is a journey to the very center of our hearts, which will give us the
courage and bravery to face up to any obstacle that stands in our way. Guided
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Reading Level: O, Lexile Level: 810L

The Last Present
When the Hollister family set off in the station wagon to buy a Halloween pumpkin,
the last thing they ever expected was a mysterious adventure. But then they
stopped to help Farmer Johnson, whose wagonful of pumpkins had tipped over, and
from the old barn near the farm house came a frightening sound . . . "Ooga, ooga!"
Everyone jumped. Then Pete and Pam ran to investigate, but Farmer Johnson
stopped them."That's only the horn from my old car. No need to get scared." But
who had blown the horn? There was no one else around.Pete caught sight of a girl
in a red jacket running through the woods. When he described her to Farmer
Johnson and the family, no one could imagine who she was!This is just the
beginning for Pete, Pam, Ricky, and all the other members of the delightful
Hollister family. They do find out who the girl is, but after they stumble onto an
ancient gravestone behind the farmer's barn, they discover some large footprints
in the mud and meet a strange man who is searching desperately for a certain
weathervane in the shape of a golden witch!THE MYSTERY OF THE GOLDEN WITCH
is one of the most exciting adventures the Hollisters have had so far. And who
would think that four-year-old Sue Hollister could be the one to solve this mystery?
Well, she does solve it, and she earns a valuable reward that the whole family ends
up sharing.
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Pete for President!
This special edition of The Templeton Twins Have an Idea: Book One also includes
a sneak preview of The Templeton Twins Make a Scene: Book Two and a Q&A with
the author. Suppose there were 12-year-old twins, a boy and girl named John and
Abigail Templeton. Let's say John was pragmatic and played the drums, and Abigail
was theoretical and solved cryptic crosswords. Now suppose their father was a
brilliant, if sometimes confused, inventor. And suppose that another set of
twins—adults—named Dean D. Dean and Dan D. Dean, kidnapped the Templeton
twins and their ridiculous dog in order to get their father to turn over one of his
genius (sort of) inventions. Yes, I said kidnapped. Wouldn't it be fun to read about
that? Oh please. It would so. Luckily for you, this is just the first in a series perfect
for boys and girls who are smart, clever, and funny (just like the twins), and enjoy
reading adventurous stories (who doesn't?!).

The Brothers and the Star Fruit Tree
Warning: Do not read before 2126! My Life in Smiley: It's All Good is meant strictly
for people of the future, chronicling the life and times of Max, an average elevenyear-old. Annoying siblings, stage fright, love at first sight—can you believe what
kids in the 21st century had to deal with? Follow his illustrated diary as has
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embarks on a great journey—the first year of middle school in France. Max’s
journal entries, humorous drawings, and colorful smileys recount his adventures in
making new friends, dealing with bullies, and surviving a ruthless P.E. teacher.
Along the way, Max starts to figure out how to interact with his peers, and he
realizes that at the end of the day, no matter what life throws at him, it’s all good!

Ivan's Fear
Since the times of magic, Bob Conner's WWII fighter plane was as close as he could
get to dancing among the clouds and nestling in the shoulders of his mighty
emerald dragon. It had been thousands of years since the magic was buried deep
within the Earth to protect it from mankind. Now the world has changed forever as
it has been rediscovered, and once again brought to the Earth's surface. Now that
the magic has been released, it is up to those few elves and dwarfs that have
stayed behind to put things back. With the help of three special women and a
small air force of vintage aircraft, this courageous group battles the darkness and
it is the light that ushers in a whole new age of enchantment.

The Secret of the Fortune Wookiee
Don't miss the latest entry in the incredible Willow Falls series by Wendy Mass!
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Amanda and Leo have a history with birthdays. Now their friend's little sister,
Grace, has fallen into a strange frozen state on her birthday, and Amanda and Leo
must travel in time in order to fix whatever's wrong. As they journey back to each
of Grace's birthdays, they start seeing all sorts of patterns . . . which raise all sorts
of questions. Amanda and Leo are going to have to unravel the threads of the past
and present - and travel much further than they ever imagined - if they're going to
save Grace. Luckily, a little birthday magic always helps in the charming and funny
Willow Falls series by Wendy Mass, where everything is possible and there are no
coincidences.

Marie Tarnowska
A farmer's hat, whisked away by the wind, is enjoyed by his horse, a duck, baby
rabbits, a nest of tiny squirrels, and other animals before it finally returns to the
farmer's possession.

Sometimes You Barf
In the late 1950s, attorneys, financial managers, and tax accountants were united
in advising Cecil and his brother, George, to sell off the estate's 12,000 acres in
order to create a suburban subdivision. Cecil quietly ignored this advice and came
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up with a better idea: over the next four decades, he would turn this down-at-theheels mansion that was a drain on the family business into the most successful,
privately preserved historic site in the United States, perhaps even the world.

Hunter
Thirteen-year-old Quest (Q) isn't sure he's ready for a new family. For a long time
it's just been him and his mom, Blaze. But everything changes when Blaze falls in
love with Roger and they start a new rock band called Match. Now they're married,
have a hit record, and Match is going out on a year-long driving tour across the
country. Q, along with new stepsister Angela, will take a year off from school and
travel with the band. For now, home will be a luxury motor coach and homework
will be a Web site diary of their travels. Perfect-Q can practice his magic tricks and
Angela can read her spy novels. What can go wrong? As Q and Angela settle into
their new life and new relationship as siblings, they start to notice that certain
coincidences don't seem coincidental. For example, how does a band roadie
named Boone find them in the middle of a desert where their coach just happens
to break down? Why does a man from their parents' wedding keep showing up in
the same cities they stop at? When they reach Philadelphia, Q and Angela realize
this tour is definitely not the trip their parents had planned and that the "City of
Brotherly Love" is full of mysteries and secrets that could threaten their new life
together. In addition to his action adventure books, Roland is the author of many
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award-winning books for children including Journey of the Red Wolf; The Captain's
Dog: My Journey with the Lewis and Clark Tribe; and Thunder Cave, which was a
1996 Notable Children's Trade Book in the field of Social Studies. His books with
Sleeping Bear Press include W is for Waves: An Ocean Alphabet; Z is for
Zookeeper: A Zoo Alphabet; and N is for our Nation's Capital: A Washington, DC
Alphabet. Roland lives near Portland, Oregon.

Birth of Legends
"Yaffa and Fatima live on neighboring date farms. When very little rain leads to a
poor harvest, both women go to extra measures to make sure that their neighbor
doesn't go hungry"--

Lin Yi's Lantern
McQuarrie Middle School's students miss Origami Yoda when Dwight leaves for
Tippett Academy, but he sends Sara a paper Fortune Wookiee that seems to give
advice just as good as Yoda's--even if, in the hands of girls, it seems preoccupied
with romance.

Dragon Squadron
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Caldecott medalist Emily Arnold McCully uses luminous watercolors and expressive
line to tell a story that will comfort anyone who has ever felt unappreciated at
home. In this last production of her lovable Farm Family Theater series, Ms.
McCully shows that all families are real families.

Raven Brings Back the Sun
U&I is the journey of two souls made for each other. It is light hearted true love
story with a purpose. It is journey of a damn serious, studious and ambitious boy
from a very small village in Uttar Pradesh and happy go lucky girl from the city of
Nawabs, Lucknow. It all started when the village boy moved to Lucknow for studies
at the age of 14 and was infatuated by a sweet girl with dimples on her cheeks.
Infatuation @ 14 Love @ 16 Dating @ 17 Long distance relationship @ 18 Accident
& Ambition @ 22 One of the unfortunate things that can happen is Choose
between your love and ambition. If you have to choose between love and ambition
What would you choose???? It doesn't matter where you go in life, What you do or
how much you have What matters is who you have besides you It’s just about U&I
Welcome to U&I a story of two souls made for each other and let’s celebrate the
love and sacrifice that every lovebird goes through in the journey called life.
Follow, Like and Comment about the book:
https://www.facebook.com/UandIbook/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The Girls of Atomic City
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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